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NEWS
NATO member Turkey spreads death with impunity
While the papers in western media are stuffed with articles, backgrounds,
explainers and analysis about Turkey’s absurd and anti-democratic
demands to Sweden and Finland before they can join NATO, Kurds are
suffering the consequences of Turkey’s violence in Kurdistan in Turkey,
Iraq and Syria. Turkey is bombing, droning (let’s make that a verb) and
assassinating guerrillas, political activists and civilians alike and none of
the media so concerned about Russia’s violence care to see that their
NATO ally Turkey is like Russia. Saying that Turkey has supported
terrorism and continues to support ISIS and that NATO should
acknowledge that, is not enough: it's Turkey itself that is willingly and
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consistently spreading fear among Kurdish populations with its
disproportionate, illegitimate violence.
Having said that, casually mixing different journalistic genres here but
emergency breaks rules, let’s sum up the facts of the week.
Restaurant
In Sulaymanya, Turkey’s secred service
MIT assassinated Zeki Chalabi, restaurant
owner and labour activist. The two men
hired by MIT shot him outside his restaurant
and got away on their motorcycle. Chalabi
(pictured) was a Kurd from Turkey who fled
to the Kurdistan Region in Iraq for security
reasons and was the head of a
revolutionary workers organisation. In
September last year, Yasın Bulut, aka
Shukri Sarhat, was killed in the same city,
aged 65. He came from Bakur (Kurdistan in
Turkey) as well, joined the PKK in 1991 and
had a civilian role in the board of the
Families of Martyrs Committee since years. A week later, another PKK member
was wounded in an assassination attempt.
This weekend, one civilian was wounded in a Turkish drone attack on Makhmur
Camp, just outside the Kurdistan Region in Iraq.
Civilians
Meanwhile in Syria, the bombings Turkey carries out are relentless and they
have been for weeks now, if not months. There are so many bombings that it’s
hard to keep track, even of the civilians who get hit. Several villages north of
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Hasakah were hit with dozens of artillery and mortar shells for days on end,
wounding a fighter of the SDF’s Syriac Military Council and causing material
damage. A few days earlier, other villages in the same region were targeted.
Also, towns and villages in the western countryside of Kobani were shelled
again this week. Also Ain Issa, north of Raqqa, is hit regularly, this week
injuring a mother and her four children, the SDF said in a statement. Also this
week, a Turkish drone strike targeted a house in the city center of Tal Rifaat in
Syria’s Aleppo province on Tuesday – reportedly the 36th drone attack in
Northeast-Syria in less than five months.
Zero
The PKK has announced that eight of its fighters were killed by chemical
weapons used by Turkey – impossible to check if they were indeed victims of
chemical warfare, but *if* it’s true, chances that anything will be done about it
are zero, as yours truly explained in this column.
Turkey is spreading death and misery with impunity, and NATO is complicit.
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COMMENT
Kurdistan Region's ballot box rendered meaningless in 30 years
This week, on 19 May to be precise, it’s been three decades since the first
elections were held in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq. Saddam was still
brutally ruling over Iraq but couldn’t touch the Kurds anymore because a
no-fly zone had been installed. Ever since that day in 1992, hope has
turned into desillusion and thousands of people try to leave the region.
Voting doesn’t matter anymore. And that’s potentially dangerous.
(Pictured: Kurdistan Region President Nechirvan Barzani, in suit, and PUK (co)leader Bafel Talabani, hands folded in traditional suit, at a graduation ceremony
at the military academy this weekend, where hondreds of new peshmerga
graduated.)
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The protection of the Kurds of Iraq against the bloodlust of Saddam was way
overdue. Arabisation of Kurdish cities and towns, brutal suppression of
uprisings and the Anfal campaign in the 1980s, of which Halabja massacre of
1988, carried out with chemical weapons and causing at least 5000 deaths
among civilians, was the tragic nadir. Finally, the Kurds could start to build
foundations of their own to thrive on in their vertile, stunningly beautiful lands.
Several elections (2005, 2009, 2013, 2018) and a referendum about
independence (2017) later, ruling parties KDP and PUK have rendered voting
irrelevant. Currently, they can’t even agree on the rules applying to the next
elections, scheduled for 1 October this year: the PUK and some small parties
want the election law to be amanded, the KDP doesn’t want it, and the
stalemate is so complete that nobody expects the elections to be held on time check this Al-Monitor piece for details.

It can’t go on like this for another three decades. Firstly,
because it’s immoral. You can’t deprive your citizens from
real representation and only serve your own interests.

The deadline for a new parliament is 1 November and if elections haven’t been
held by then, the KRI must be ruled by a caretaker government until the vote is
done. And a caretaker government doesn’t have the voters’ legitimacy. It
doesn’t, but does the current government, or a new government after elections,
have legitimacy? Are people free to vote for the party they think will solve their
problems best? Do people have any idea in the first place about the policy
differences between the two parties – no, because there is no campaigning on
real issues to begin with, and no vision for the future of Kurdistan. When you
live in Erbil or Duhok, you vote KDP, when you live in Sulaymanya or Halabja,
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you vote PUK, and that’s that. The outcome is known beforehand and voting
makes no difference whatsoever.
It can’t go on like this for another three decades. Firstly, because it’s immoral.
You can’t deprive your citizens from real representation and only serve your
own interests. What has to be taken into account, is that the geopolitical region
has changed significantly since the early 1990s. At the time, the US was
coming in (it sent its congratulations this week with rather obligatory words) but
now, it’s on the way out. Other powers are ready to take over.
Turkey, most importantly. It’s already creeping southwards with its military
bases and having no intention to leave when they have ‘completed’ their
operations against the PKK (in which this weekend two civilians and three PKK
members were droned to death in the Chamchamal region, far from the
border). The US and NATO clearly support Turkey. Not only is the US silent
about the operations against the PKK in which also Kurdish citizens die, it
actually gives Turkey a free hand. Also the way NATO reacts to Turkey’s
absurd demands towards Finland and Sweden now that the two Scandinavian
countries want to join NATO, should be taken as a warning by the KRI’s clan
leaders. Turkey counts, Kurds don’t.

The Barzani’s and Talabani’s have their private jets ready to
fly to the UK, the US or where ever they have their properties
and contacts to go into a luxurious exile, the citizens in the
lands under their reign don’t.

Meanwhile, also Iran is increasing its footprint in the Region – it has had its
influence in PUK areas for years already, but the Iran-backed militias are
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getting more confident and launch their missiles on Erbil, and on Turkey, for
that matter.
Thirty years after the first free vote, the KDP and PUK should make elections
matter again. Elections are not a ritual or symbolism, they should actually mean
something and lead to people being genuinly represented. This charade (and
the gathering at the peshmerga graduation ceremony in Sulaymanya, where
president Nechirvan Barzani and PUK leader/co-leader Bafel Talabani showed
up together is part of that charade) can’t go on another thirty years. The
Barzani’s and Talabani’s have their private jets ready to fly to the UK, the US or
where ever they have their properties and contacts to go into a luxurious exile,
the citizens in the lands under their reign don’t. They’ll be left just as
suppressed as they were before those first elections.
Tip: This conversation, moderated by Bilal Wahab of the Washington Institute,
between journalist Amberin Zaman and analyst Vance Serchuk about the
changing relations between the KRI and the US after those first elections on 19
May 2992 is well worth watching.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
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“It looks like the judgje who took this decision isn’t aware of the
European Convention on Human Rights. A state that signed the
ECHR can’t speak of ‘local and national’ human rights. Human
rights are universal and are guaranteed by these states.”
Award winning lawyer Eren Keskin in a reaction to the confirmation of a six
years and three months prison sentence against her by the Court of Cassation.
The Court ruled that Keskin could be locked up because she is not a ‘local or
national’ human rights defender. ‘Local or national’ is used by Erdoğan to
designate opinions, actions and even products (like armed drones, or cars) that
are in line with his own, and clearly, Eren Keskin is not. She’s been an
outspoken lawyers since more than thirty years and was sentenced for ‘being a
member of a terrorist organisation’. Medya News has more.
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24 May: Truth, justice, memory

On the occasion of the presentation of the report ‘Regional Kurdish Question in
a Global World’, put together by scholar Yasin Sunca, the Truth Justice Memory
Center organizes an online webinar on 24 May. Sunca discusses the report
with Arzu Yılmaz and Güney Yıldız. Simultanious translation available. Click the
blue button for more info and to register.

25 May: Statelessness in the Middle East

The Wilson Center organizes an online panel discussion to ‘explore the
meanings and manifestations of statelessness in the Middle East’ on
Wednesday 25 May. Click the blue button for more information and to register.

Like this newsletter? Spread the word, or better yet: the link to
subscribe to it, and don't forget to mention how much value it
gives for such a reasonable price!

Also this week...
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… it was, once again, ban Kurdish culture week in Turkey. It started with a ban
of a concert by living legend Aynur Doğan (right on the picture) in Derince,
Kocaeli (close to Istanbul), which was suddenly banned by the municipality.
Doğan reacted with a poetic tweet. Then a concert of the brothers Metin and
Kemal Kahraman (left on the picture) was banned in Muş – their voices are
stunning, listen to this song about the Dersim massacres. Then singer Zelal
Gökçe was detained at Istanbul Airport for unknown reasons, and later
released again. Eren University in Bitliş excluded the group Stêrka Karwan from
its Spring Festival because they sing in Kurdish. Also the Music and Folklore
Picnic of the Federation of Dersim Associations (in Istanbul), which has been
held problem free since 32 years, was banned. A performance of Don Kîxot
(yes him, in Kurdish, in the middle on the picture) of the Amed City Theater was
banned in Kocaeli, but seems to go ahead in Kadıköy, Kartal, Esenyurt,
Ataşehir and Avcılar, and in Çanakkale, but things can change quickly. On 20
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May, Şivan Perwer gave a concert in Erbil and he voiced his support for his
colleagues and encouraged them to keep on singing. HDP Europe has a list of
bans in the last couple of years – impressive!
… the US lifted sanctions on foreign investments in northeast Syria (Rojava),
allowing ‘activities in certain economic sectors’ in Syria's non-regime-held areas
in the northeast but also in the northwest of Syria.
… in a briefing to the UN, Jeanine Hennis, head of the UN Assistance Mission
for Iraq (UNAMI), insisted that the Sinjar Agreement between Baghdad and
Erbil is a ‘glimmer of hope’, ignoring the insecurity, state violence and further
displacement it has caused. Hennis ‘noted’ the problems too, but apparently
doesn’t link them to the ‘agreement’ itself, in which the people of Sinjar get no
say over their own affairs. She said the Sinjari people ‘deserve peace under the
authority of the State’ – obviously ignoring the fact that they were under the
authority of the state when the genocide happened in 2014.
… two baby eagles (one of
them pictured here) fell
from their nest in Dersim
and now the local nature
protection branch is
feeding them (half a kilo of
meat per day) until they
can fly away. Click the link
for a picture of the two of
them but keep tissues at hand.
… tourism in the Kurdistan Region in Iraq is up again now that the pandemic
doesn’t limit travelling that much anymore, and the authorities have founded
tourism directorates in the districts of Soran and Zakho so tourism can be
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promoted more efficiently. It’s important to diversify the economy away from oil,
and also wheat mills and silos will provide jobs.
… the authorities of the Autonomous Administration of Northeast-Syria is
warning that imminent disaster threatens the lives and livelihoods of more than
five million people who depend on the Euphrates River for drinking water,
irrigation and electricity. The water levels are at an all time low, the Rojava
Information Center said. Besides draught, arson is threatening the growing of
crops and farmers have started efforts to protect their fields.
… yours truly published a column about the great and to be spectacular
Amsterdam Kurdish Film Festival.

The Mardin Bienale opened!
Check out the program – the
Bienale will continue until 20
June, the theme is ‘The Promise
of Grass’.
World famous Kurdish soprano
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Pervin Çakar will perform in
Diyarbakır on 27 May and in
Batman on 29 May. Click for info on
venue and how to get tickets.
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